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LETTER NO. I.

Emotions on leaving Home—The Captain—Cabin Passengers—The Sea—Sea Life—
Fishermen—A Reflection.

It was a bright morning in mid-summer—a gentle breeze was abroad, and light, feathery
clouds swept along the sky, fleckering the golden sun-light on the pavement with patches
of shadow,—as we left our home to embark in one of the new line of Packet ships running
between the good city of Boston and Liverpool.

There are peculiar emotions experienced by one about to leave the home of his childhood,
—especially a city distinguished above others for its intelligence, for its many and noble
intellects, its schools, churches, charities, its many advantages—and embark for a foreign
land. The home that one is about to leave, is felt to be dearer than ever. It vividly presents
itself is all its varied attractions, revealing more sensibly the number and strength of the ties
by which it binds him. And though the mind may cheer itself with bright anticipations of the
scenes of novelty and interest, that will crowd one’s pathway, yet the thoughts will still linger,
and the affections entwine themselves the closer around the loved objects of home. Such
mingled emotions are consequent upon our very nature. They are as natural as the sun-shine
painted on the storm-cloud, the rosy glow of morn, or the dark and lowering clouds that float
in the evening sky. There is no pleasure without pain, and seldom pain without its
counterpart.

“ The heart that is soonest awake to the flower,
Is always the first to be touched with the thorn.”

The ship in which we sailed, was commanded by a captain of much nautical skill—a
thorough seaman—who is characterized by gentlemanly conduct, general intelligence, and
attention to the happiness and comfort of the passengers. The same traits distinguish his first
subordinate officer.

The cabin passengers were seven in number,—consisting of a gentleman and his young
wife, traveling for pleasure, the wife of the captain, and the captain himself in officio, a young
lady from a neighboring town, a young gentleman recently graduated at Harvard University,
and the writer of these sketches. Our number was sufficient for a social and pleasant
company, as indeed it proved to be ; and this is very important to landsmen, when we—like a
young maiden about to be wedded to her loved one—are embarked for better or
for worse, on a voyage as uncertain as the period that shall roll over our heads, bringing
bright and sunny days of pleasure, or clouds and bitter disappointment.

The noble ship with her gallant sails spread, the pilot on board, and all things in readiness,
swings from her moorings, and, like an eagle, plumes herself for flight. We sail down the
harbor with a light breeze and sunny sky, spreading the canvass as we sail. The countenances
of friends that stand upon the wharf grow indistinct. The white kerchief is waved and



re-waved. The city soon fades away, and the line of land is lost in the distance. The ship holds
on her course. The day wanes, and the evening deepens. The stars tremble in the sky, and
night spreads her raven-colored wing over land and sea.

“ The sea, the open sea.” How many associations are connected with that one word ! It is
nature’s thoroughfare for the world, and is as free as its expanse is broad. It floats upon its
restless bosom the products of every clime, and buoys upon its surface the fairy craft of
pleasure, as well as the deeply laden merchantman. It is imaged in the thoughts of the school
boy, as he commits his mimic bark to the tiny stream, and engages the mind of the merchant,
whose wealth floats on its heaving bosom. Thoughts of it haunt the mother, by day and by
night, waking or slumbering ; while to the sailor boy, as with the sea bird, it is his home, and
the winds, as they heave and swell its mighty billows, and rock him to and fro—as in a cradle
—and pipe through the shrouds, are music in his ears. There seems to be in some breasts a
passion for the sea. As the artist is enraptured with his calling, and at home only in it, so it is
with the sailor. He courts the winds and waves, and his feelings rise pari passu with the wild-
ness of the winds and the majesty of the storm.

We had not been long at sea, before we had a dash of sea life. Sunday morning brought in
upon us a north easterly blow. The wind, it seems, did not slumber or rest on that day, but
nature’s elements were unusually active. The breakfast bell rings, sounding out on the ocean
air, and we—strange to relate—rather than turn out, keave-o-oh, and prefer to lie in our
berths, and keep as quiet as we may. The ship is reeling to and fro, and staggering like a
drunken man. The clothes that hang on the side of the state room, are going through all sorts
of evolutions—antic with life to all appearances—and we, as we roll in our berths, must lie
low and take it, for we cannot stand it any how. O ! that feeling of sea sickness—that queer
compound of sensation, that “ sense of goneness !” Where is that natural buoyancy and
elasticity of mind and frame ? What a feeling of indifference—of perfect nonchalance, in
reference to every thing around one ! Roll one overboard, and he would consider it a kind-
ness. Sea sickness can be felt, but not described.

Then come the remedies for that ailment, such as breathing the pure air, keeping in a
horizontal position, dieting, draughts of various medicines—in all of which I have but little
faith—being well convinced that getting accustomed to the sea is the most effectual remedy.
But, under such circumstances, how does one long for a few inches of land, sufficient to keep
steady upon ! If, like the weary and toil-worn traveler, after the burden and heat of the day, we
could avoid this up hill and down hill, without being continually tossed like stray feathers in
the air, we should be satisfied, and repose in sweet and quiet slumber. But man must
accommodate himself to the circumstances which surround him. We learn to imitate the
motion of the ship, and yield ourselves to its various movements. Thus in time the motion,
instead of being an annoyance, is a pleasure, when, to use a nautical phrase, we get our sea
legs on.

In course of time we neared the banks. A fog, as usual, enveloped them, but we squeezed
in under the fog bank. The misty vapor, collecting particle by particle on the sails, forms
small hemispheric drops, which, following the law of Newton’s apple, fall now and then pat
upon the deck, without any particular reference to order, even as rain drops from leafy trees.
Fishing vessels were seen at intervals. Passing near, we spoke one. They had been out three
months—asked if we had any late papers, which we cheerfully parted with, receiving some of
the finny tribe in return. With what interest they received, read and pondered those papers, is
known only to themselves, or those who have been in similar circumstances. What a divers-
ion to the mind, and a rich source of instruction, are the thoughts of thousands of minds that



live and breathe in works of science, literature and art, and the myriad voices that speak
through the public press ! Previously to the invention of the art of printing, how few, com-
paratively, must have been the opportunities for intellectual improvement ! The people then
could not drink at the choice fountains of literature, hang with delight over the pages of
history and romance, or listen to the lays that the poet wakes, and warbles on his trembling
lyre.

LETTER NO. II.

Diversions on hoard a Packet Ship—Reading—‘ Bating’—Steerage Passengers—A ludicrous
Character—An Anecdote—The Pauper continued—The Pauper contrasted—An Incident —

Speaking Ships—Whales—Porpoises,

I PURPOSE in this letter to speak of the amusements and diversions on ship-board, and the
methods taken to beguile the time ; for the circumstances attendant on a passage of thirty
days, are not wholly devoid of interest. To some minds, doubtless, a ship at sea is regarded in
the light of a prison. Though the sphere of observation may be extensive, the field of action is
very limited, and one must confine himself, in his rounds, to the number of square feet that
extend from side to side, and from stem to stem.

One source of much pleasure was the ample time devoted to reading. Many an hour was
beguiled, in pondering over various works of literature. I cannot but revert, in passing, to the
many advantages that might accrue to the sailor, were every vessel that floats upon the ocean
supplied with a useful library, accessible to all on board. Sailors at sea have many leisure
moments, and few have more opportunities in this respect. Should they avail themselves of
these, improving also by their privileges in visiting foreign climes, the sons of the ocean
would indeed be sons of intelligence. Would that every American flag, as it floats from the
mizen-peak, were at once significant of the country, and of intelligent, as well as bold and
true-hearted seamen !

Next to supplying our bodily wants, eating was regarded by us in the light of a diversion.
If we did not live to eat, we did not eat merely to live. The various dishes were discussed with
much gusto, and in our sittings we practised the English custom—eating slowly and with
deliberation, not bolting or swallowing the food half masticated, and leaving to the digestive
organs more than their share of labor.

The steerage passengers—fifty in number—afforded us no little amusement. Their general
appearance, the young and gay, the aged and infirm, and the various aspects each wore, would
interest one at times. Here was a young and bonnie lass verging to womanhood, there a
veteran whose locks were silvered with the frosts of many winters, returning home to lay
down his bones in the land that bore him.

There was one among their number, who seemed to be a special object of sport. He was no
less a personage than a pauper sent out by the city. He was in stature, if erect, inclined to be
tall, in frame—not plump and round, with wavy lines, but bony. His material vesture hung
round him in ample folds. He “ sported” a hat that was very pliable, and little depressions
would form on its circumference at the shortest notice. Around this old man was thrown a
“ tom-and-jerry,” having a button here and there, and places for others visible, if the eye
commenced a survey from its top, and proceeded leisurely downward ; and this jerry, on this
sometimes merry pauper, came as far as the knees ; and from thence downward, you could
see ribbed pants, as though forsooth they were contracted, to approach nearer those wilted



walking poles, and below the pants were huge brogans. His hair was of an iron-grey, his fore-
head, traversed by wavy lines, while some were straight, as though ruled. In a word, his
features were the very beau ideal of paddy land, and his language none the less so. He had a
haggard, cast iron appearance, aquiline nose, was slow in gait, and unwieldy as an elephant.
And this is a picture of “ Beelzebub,” as be was called by some, and by the cook, “ shake her
up.”

Having mirrored the pauper, I might now relate how he lost that hat overboard, how some
proposed to save him with tar for lather, in lieu of creamy foam from soap, and did so in part
—how he pulled lustily on the ropes at the sound of songs, and then the grunt he gave—and
how he did little errands on board our little wooden world, and how eagerly they were done
before the dinner hour, and when done, the sly nod and wink of eye be gave to “ John the
Greek”—the cook. And I might further tell, how be slept in the long-boat, and turned out on
moonlight nights to breathe the free air, when startled by the perception of something pointed,
held between the fingers and the thumbs of some of his comrades ; or how be was disturbed
at early mom by the voice of clarion cock,—the ruler of a circle of “ hens that do not
crow,”—quite near his apartment.

But, speaking of hens, I will relate a short anecdote. The harmony of a certain church had
been disturbed in its church relations for a long time, while the female members, as was their
wont, took active part with the males, in its deliberations. Various inquiries were started to
account for these increased and still increasing difficulties ; some attributed them to one
source, and some to another. Well, as it happened, this church was visited by some veteran in
the ministry, and these difficulties engaged his attention. The members being assembled on
one occasion, he stated that he had been looking about for a long time, with a view to trace to
its source all this trouble, and he believed that he had discovered at last the cause. “ The
whole secret is, that in this church, the hens crow.” Pardon, fair reader, this diversion, and
forgive this recital of a fact.

But to return to the pauper. It did seem as though the waves even, as they tossed the ship,
took advantage of him, as he was swung from side to side. He never had a “ better half,” nor
desired one, but courted the favor of the cook, wished him a long life, and showered upon
him many blessings, especially, when he, out of the abundance of his heart, gave him a choice
titbit or wee morsel. The odor of savory viands, as he scented them on the air, would wreathe
his face with smiles. In a word, he was never happier, or in better humor, than when satisfied
with a hearty meal, and supplied with a lighted pipe filled with tobacco ; now pull-ing and
puffing with vigor, as the tobacco embers begin to wane, now drawing in, and pour-ing forth
smoky clouds from the burning weed. His was not that joy, that dreamy delight which the
student or man of the world is said to experience, when, after the study and fatigue of the day,
—seated at his open casement which looks out into the quiet summer evening, when the rosy
light of the west is lingering, but fast fading,—with choice principes, and a firm friend by his
side, he “ puffs a cloud, for want of thought,” whiling away the passing hour ;—now
throwing off mimic clouds in the evening air, which form fantastic shapes, and then whirl
away,—now with his little finger touching the end of the cigar, when the ashes fall, revealing
the glowing tobacco, and now pouring forth volumes of smoke, seeming lost as it were in the
cloudy atmosphere that envelopes him, and wrapt in reverie. But the pauper did not smoke
mechanically, but because he liked it. The pipe, the jack-knife, and the leafy tobacco, were his
bosom companions. The pipe is taken from his coat, the ashes knocked out, the knife put in
juxtaposition with the tobacco, and the leafy fragments placed in the palm of the hand, are
kept as choice as gold dust ; the solacer of his life is filled, and crowded down, and the flame
applied at least a dozen times a day. The old fellow says he is “ sick in the belly,” at times for



want of tea and coffee. “ Never lived better, fath, than when at South Boston, had plenty of
meat, pratees, and was sorry to lave it.”
A little incident, by the way. On one occasion, when standing in the “ weather bow” of the

ship, near the rigging, he found himself suddenly lifted from his feet, and ascending to the
yards,—a rope run through a block, having been put around his waist, and his companions
hoisting at the other extremity. The poor fellow was for once in his life startled, and thought
probably the sands of his life were nearly run out ; but being soon lowered, he stood once
more, if not on terra firma, at least on deck. Methinks, at that time, the blood must have
coursed a few pulsations quicker through his veins. It would seem as though nature, in his
case, was unusually deliberate in performing her various functions—that she took more time
to digest his food, that he slept slower than others, and needed more sleep—that strong
potations even would not intoxicate or exhilarate.

Speaking or passing a ship at sea was a diversion of no little interest. Often were we look-
ing out as we sailed, that we might catch a glimpse of an Atlantic steamer bounding along and
careering on the briny wave. Ascending the mast, descrying and sending down “ a sail ho !”
in the far distance, with its masts just above the horizon, we watched its gradual approach and
looming up, as it advanced.

Whales were seen occasionally, blowing in the distance. On one occasion, towards
evening, having just finished tea, the ship making little progress, our attention was drawn to
several young whales near the ship. There were six in number. They would go down under
the surface of the water for some distance, ascend together, and blow a pretty full blast. They
played about the ship for a long time, now swimming at right angles, and coming directly
towards it, and now side by side. It was a pleasant and interesting sight, and they were objects
of much interest, for the time being.

Porpoises we saw in abundance. Shoal upon shoal ran along with the ship, when sailing at
a rapid rate ; and merrily too they went, playing about the bows, jumping their whole length
out of the water, combing the waves, and seeming delighted with the foam.

“ Within the shadow of the ship,
I watched their rich attire ;
Blue, glossy green and velvet black,
They coiled and swam, and every track
Was a flash of golden fire.”

LETTER NO. III.

The Sea an object of Study—Waves—A Phenomenon—A Summer Evening at Sea—Ocean
Birds—Sunrise and Sunset.

The mind is not, and cannot be, wholly taken up with amusements at sea, but turns with
delight at times, to study and calm meditation. The sea, in itself, is an object worthy of study ;
and the mind may draw from it, as well as from every object in nature, rich and instructive
lessons. Having no landmarks, the sea is an emblem of eternity. Its surface is restless as the
immortal mind,—its waves are as threatening as the waves of passion, that roll in upon and
over the soul, and as fickle and unstable as man to his fellow-man. Its tiny or mighty waves
may lave and kiss a sunny shore, or like erring man be dashed upon rocks, with a sullen roar.
Its extent is wonderful, and to form a conception of it, it must be traversed. Its various
horizons are as shifting as the wavy circles of some still lake, when its mirror surface is



disturbed. The depth of the ocean in many places remains a mystery. The lead cannot fathom
it.

In the deepest beds of the ocean, what a world is veiled from view ! Who can relate the
habits of the tribe, both large and small, that swim the mighty deep ? We now and then see
them as they appear upon its surface, alone, or in shoals ; but concerning their various
wanderings, and sports through it, we are ignorant. What beautiful chambers of coral are
reared beneath the waves, and what a marble pureness and whiteness have they, washed as
they are, by the foaming surge ! And how green and flaunting the waving sea-weed, that
pendent swings from stately columns ! The sun too, shines far down, lights up, and adorns
these lustrous caverns, and the still sand sparkles like pure gold. Here are strown pearls,
glowing with silver and golden tints, as they reflect the changing sunlight. And there is wealth
beneath these still blue waters, buried deep and long ; and the strong and beautiful slumber
there, pure as the driven snow ; and is it far down, in these bright caverns, that those
mermaids dwell, of which we read, and there guard sacred trusts ?

The ocean’s surface is intensely interesting from its various aspects and contrasts. See it,
when it lies as calm and polished as a mirror, or when it laughs, and dimples its silver surface,
when brushed by the gentle breeze, or when lashed by the tempest and the gale, and “ winds
churn white the waves.” Or behold the white-crested billows, how they are piled up, and
tower aloft—their altitude ever changing—and then subsiding but to press up and form other
waves, which, as they break, form beds of foam,—and again mark the millions of miniature
rainbows, that bend above the waves, in which are woven the seven prismatic colors, a mimic
type of those larger bows that span the summer cloud. These diminutive and richly painted
rainbows are formed by the reflection of the sun’s rays on the spray, thrown from each and
every wave. And they glow, or melt away, with the presence or absence of the sun and sprink-
ling spray. There is, too, a deceptive appearance of advance in the waves, when they do but
rise and fall, forming constantly new waves, the only tendency to progressive motion being
from currents, or the impulse of winds.

There is at times a remarkable appearance of the sea, depending, I suppose, upon a
peculiar state of the water, and surrounding atmosphere. It is to the sea—if the comparison
may be allowed—what the aurora borealis is to the electric beauty of the wintry northern sky.
One evening, this phenomenon was striking and brilliant. The night was dark, and the breeze
strong, that wafted us onward. The waves as they heaved to and fro, and broke near, or in the
distance, seemed glowing with flames of burning phosphorus. This appearance was visible as
far as the eye could reach, on every side. The water that swept along beside the ship sparkled,
and glimmered through the foam like diamonds. Over the bows, the water thrown up by the
speed of the ship, was one flame of shining light, and cast a bright halo before her track, as if
to light her onward in her gay career. The spray, if it came on deck, would as it flowed, seek-
ing its level, flash like brilliants.

A mild and clear summer evening, on board ship, is full of interest. The heavens are
resplendent with beauty. The last red hues of day, like the summer rose, have faded ; and
there is a purity and freshness in the evening air, which comes floating over the sea, and as it
touches the warm cheek, it speaks of health and freedom. The stars light up their trembling
flames, and the milky-way—the fabled pathway of the gods—is drawn with more than usual
brilliancy, and boldness of outline. The evening star, “ a crystal eye of gold,” floats up
through the pure evening air. And there you are on the broad bosom of the deep—the ship
sailing so smoothly along, that you are hardly conscious of motion. With all her studding-
sails set, she is like some snow-white and beauteous bird, afloat on airy wing. Her beautiful



outline stands out in bold relief against the sky. At one time, she is lighted on her course by
the stars ; at another, the bright moon smiles with a silver light, and the sails, when touched
by her beams, seem pure as snow. The rising—by reflection—is caught and imaged upon the
sails.
There is a charm about the ocean. I wonder not that the sailor boy loves to ride upon its

bosom, and, like the sea-bird, make it his home, and there pillow his head. We saw at various
times, large birds skimming over the huge and foaming billows. They seemed to delight in it,
as a pastime. The ocean was their home and haven—their only port in storm. They were a
thousand miles from land. At night, they rest on the water, sleeping with their heads beneath
their folded wings. At early dawn, they snap the ocean dew from off their wings, and then
soar away, on airy gambols.—There is a boldness, a fearlessness in these birds, which one
cannot but admire, and wish to imitate. Think, too, of the iron power of those wings, that
sustains them in ceaseless flight The language of Coleridge, when speaking of a bold bird,
may be applied to them :

“ Not such
Was this proud bird, he clove the adverse storm,
And cuffed it with his wings.

His bright eyes were his compasses, earth his chart,
His talons anchored on the stormiest cliff,
And on the very light-house rock he perched
When winds churned white the waves.”

Then there is that species of small birds that wing their way over the watery billows, and
who, it would seem, would tire and droop in their ocean flight. I allude to those dark blown
birds, with a ring of white feathers circling their necks, called by the fanciful name of
“ Mother Cary’s chickens.” And who is this mother Cary ? Some airy form, or ocean goddess,
that holds them in the hollow of her hands, and protects and shelters them ? These birds
would follow the ship, for hundreds of miles, skimming along over the waves, now each by
itself, or now collecting in little dancing circles, and hovering around choice bits of food,
strown on the surging waves. They sought every variety of food—as it was thrown in crumbs,
over the ship’s side—during the livelong day, and at night we could occasionally hear their
little chirp when we could not see them. The history of these birds would be an intensely
interesting study to the naturalist. Such thoughts as these would interest,—How is their
species preserved amid such a billowy life ? Where are their young sheltered in infancy, and
where do they fledge their wings ? I have read of eagles teaching young eaglets to fly, by
gradually enlarging the circle, and then increasing the height of flight, thus teaching them to
ascend higher and higher, by their own wheeling flight, as if they said in actions loud,
“ excelsior.” How and where, and on what diminutive ocean, are the young of these birds
taught to fly, and mount over mountain waves ? What is the common period of their lives ?

There too is the sun ; as he emerges from and sinks to his ocean bed, how he lights up sky
and sea, and flings his golden rays in long lines, across the trembling water ! O ! the beauty,
the freshness of the first dawning light, when the sun sheds his radiance over the world, and
the beauty of the rich drapery, and crimson splendor of the western sky, when bathed in a
living flood of fight, brilliant and glowing with purple and gold ! Who can wonder that the
Indian in his native simplicity, struck with wonder, and wrapt in delight, as he gazed on the
glories of the dying sunset, should with Arm confidence in his heart, point to the rosy west,
and say “ There is my home ; there, in that far off country , is my God. ”



LETTER NO- IV.

An Easterly Storm—Philosophic Reflections—Different frames of Mind—A Group—A Dance
—A Change and Calm—Capture of a Sunfish.

The rising and setting sun diminishes by one day the length of a voyage, though one’s pro-
gress may not be right onward. We had a practical illustration of the dullness of sea life at
times, when half the distance across the broad Atlantic. It was then that demands were made
for a bountiful supply of patience, and a spirit resigned to the strife of the ship with the con-
tending elements.

We are met by an easterly storm, that apparently knows no abatement, lasting for one fort-
night, allowing not a single glimpse of the moon during this period. A cold, raw, easterly
wind is abroad, with a drizzling, searching rain, seeming to penetrate the very skin—the
horizon dim and undefined—the ship making but little, if any headway on her course—the
decks wet and slippery—the sea as disturbed as it well can be—the spray dashing over the
bows, adding its quota to the rain, composed of large drops and small drops, and then refined,
as if sifted through fine, and delicate woven clouds, or clouds that were undecided whether to
drizzle or pour—and then there is that peculiar staggering, and knock-in-the-head thump, of a
head sea. Meanwhile, the spirits of the passengers are dampened,—hoping for the best, but
fearing the worst. At one time we confidently assert the prospect of a change for the better,
fancying the clouds that skirt the horizon, to be lifting themselves—at another time, we con-
sole ourselves with the thought, the longer the storm prevails, the more probable the prospect
of a change ; that old Æolos must have nearly exhausted the bags of wind let loose from that
quarter of his cave ; that others of mankind are tempest tost, and in like circumstances ; well,
who cares, let it storm. But worse than all is it, to see vessels bound westward—towards the
setting sun—with all the sails set that they can well carry, seeming to rejoice as they speed on
their way, and bound cheerily over the foaming billows. Were such weather as ours the sub-
ject of gossip among those who sit in bar-rooms or ale-houses, and are always enveloped in
an atmosphere of clouds, and respire air scented with the tang of spirits, and a definition
expressive of it were called for from the motley throng, as if by common consent, the phrase
employed would be, “ decidedly juicy, but not balmy.”

The wind hauls a point or two, so does the ship. We are now heading on one tack, towards
Spain ; now, our bows are pointing towards Iceland. We are all unanimous in favor of a
change. Tired nature is exhausted, and patience and forbearance seem to cease to be virtues.
The captain is inclined to complain a little. The mate feels “ kind of cross.” Jack wants to be
out long enough to earn his month’s wages, but in pity casts his eyes aloft, for the sake of
others, to see the storm-cloud disappear, or catch some faint traces of blue sky, ample and
broad enough to make him one pair of over-alls, with here and there a belt to strap, or a
spangle of stars with which to adorn them. The steerage passengers, as they come on deck at
the close of day, desire a change. The pauper looks sober, and distressed a trifle,—pulls out
his smoky pipe, and says, “ Och, your honor, dull weather and sure”—and he, by some, is
thought to be the Jonah,—and old women cast their eyes sidelong towards the sky, like timid
ducks peering at a thunder cloud.

Now and then on such dismal days, a group is formed which is interesting, if not amusing.
Now, the steerage passengers, towards the evening hour, swarm a little. Here, they chat con-
cerning America, that fabled land, which to their untutored imaginations, flowed with milk
and honey ; and there, discourse concerning provisions and allowance. Meanwhile, tobacco
pipes send forth their smoky wreaths, and are in the ascendant Here, Jack tips a wink at an



Irish lass among the crowd ; and there, little children pace the deck, and sport with Pink— the
favorite dog—as playful as themselves.

To while away the time, a dance is proposed. A jolly old woman steps forth for a reel or
jig. There ! now she takes a step, and with hands planted on her hips, is off in the mazy
dance ; now she whirls on broad “ fantastic toe,” round and round, forwards, backwards, and
from side to side ; now she stops to breathe, and the pauper invited to join her, laughs ; now, a
brawny Irishman, in fustian coat and Irish pants, with cowhide shoes and iron heels, joins the
dance with her. She soon tires, and turning her eyes upwards, says, “ the Lord be with us, and
send us fine weather,” and adds “ a wee drop of wine would liven my old bones.” The dance
finished, and the evening hour arrived, they circle and hover around their open fire, and in
this respect are not unlike the red Indian before his forest flame. The fire throws a flitting,
crimson light on the wet ship and sails, and the countenances of wives and sweet-hearts
reflect the red light, while on platters they bake the flour or Indian bread,—cooking their
evening meal.

Day follows night not less surely than sunshine the storm. All sunshine and no storm,
would be without that richness from contrast, and as monotonous as all storm and no sun-
shine. The wind and storm that impede some sails, bear along others in their track. A fair
wind for us all the time, would be an unfair one for others. Many things in this world derive
much interest and beauty from contrast ; as the ruddy flame and the social mirth of the fire-
side, in contrast with deserted hearths and sombre halls ; the waving foliage of summer, and
the russet and mingled hues of autumn ; the frosty, icy chain of winter, and the bursting buds
of spring—“ the passion season of the earth.”

At last the fates favor. Hope brightens, and anticipation becomes a reality. The wind hauls,
changes, and the ship ploughs through, and rides over the sea. The wind fair for a few days,
the log tells a good story, and the number of degrees of longitude to be sailed over is fast
diminished, for the ship with a fair breeze speeds her course. But alas ! the wind lulls, and
dies away, and a calm succeeds. The day is bright and sunny, the sea is smooth and polished
as a mirror. The sails hang idly by the masts, and a streamer, or pennon from the mast head,
would droop idly by its side. But even this tameness and monotony is relieved by an
occasional incident.

A sunfish, so termed, is seen floating along, exposing his broad side to the sun, or
measuring his length not far distant from the ship. It is not the same that boys term sunfish,
such as are seen by the sea shore, and as they float, contract and expand gelatinous bodies.
Now for a little sport—a miniature whale adventure. The boat is lowered, manned, and armed
with a bearded iron, and is in pursuit. The boat soon nears it, the dart is poised and thrown by
the unerring hand of the mate, and the fish secured, writhes, but is drawn into the boat, and
soon raised on board ship. The steerage passengers—they stare and gaze aghast, and with
them the pauper. The weight of the fish is about one hundred pounds ; the form is that of an
ellipse, without the usual gently tapering fishy tail, and is really unsightly to look upon. The
skin is tough, and has a mottled appearance. The sailors with sheathing knives soon kill it. A
piece of the flesh, rounded in the form of a ball, thrown on deck, bounds like India rubber.
The oil from the liver is preserved as a specific for that disease, which, taking advantage of
wet and exposure in the human frame, plays round the joints, lingers in the wrists, and
Proteus like, is here, and there, and nowhere ; and as it flies—not to be taken by storm,
though allowing itself to he petted or pacified,—it sends, by way of remembrance, its tingling
pain along.



LETTER NO. V.

The Emerald Isle—Irish Enthusiasm—Irish Character—Scenery in St. George’s Channel —
Signal from a Pilot—Boards us—An Incident concerning a Boatman—The Pilot “ treated”

Small hours of the Night.

In the latter portion of my last letter, I alluded to the calm that prevailed, which was as
potent as if the ship was charmed, and hung suspended in mid air.

“ Day after day, day after day,
We stuck, nor breath nor motion ;
As idle as a painted ship
Upon a painted ocean.”

Charm or not, the spell is broken, the dormant wind freshens, is fair, and space is rapidly
sailed over.

“ The fair breeze blew, the white foam flew,
The furrow followed free ;”

A few days’ sail will bring us to the destined port Old Ireland cannot be far distant. At last,
land is descried from the mast-head. A faint shadowy outline, like a line of clouds, is seen
near the horizon, and the Emerald Isle is the land. It looms up before the eye, and grows more
distinct. As the bird in days of old, let loose on airy wing, finding no resting place, no mount-
ain top, returned to the floating ark, was again sent forth, and again returned, bearing the
green leaf, the olive leaf, the leaf of peace and love ; so we, often abroad on tired pinions of
the mind, finding no green spot amid the wide waste of waters, as often returned ; but at last
we see the mountain tops, and can reach forth and pluck the crimson flower, the green leaf,
the shamrock, and the thistle.

The Irish, in their enthusiasm, greet the Emerald isle as home, as their heaven on earth,
with feelings and emotions doubtless the same as those which an American or Englishman
would experience, when, after a long absence, he greets the sight of his native land. But a
glimpse of land, to landsmen, after months at sea, is agreeable, whether his eye rests upon his
own or a foreign shore.

By the way—speaking of the Irish—there are many sterling traits in their character. As a
people they are brave, but prodigal,—of vigorous constitution,—and free from many of the
vices of other nations. As a class, they are capable of enduring more labor and fatigue than
most others. They are not subjects of ease and affluence, but rather children of want and
sorrow,—at home, are crushed, and borne down with an overwhelming weight of poverty,
and burdens in the shape of taxation ; abroad, they live from hand to mouth, and the daily
laborer who acquires the common necessaries of life, feels himself happy. The common mind
is as rude and unlettered, as the language used is uncouth. Their affection is pure, simple, and
unadorned. There is a certain honesty, frankness, and native simplicity in them, that cannot
but be observed. There is much of superstition, and love of the marvelous, that lingers about
them, which their country, with its glens, its wild retreats, and fairy legends, serves but to
nourish and strengthen. Their ignorance, in connection with superstition, is one cause of the
iron power that their pampered priests exercise over them. The slave of many generations is
not more subservient to the nod and beck of his master, than they to the will of their spiritual
lords.



We have now sailed a long distance up St. Greorge’s channel. A fair wind still favors, and
the ship glides on right merrily. Sails pass to and fro, near, or in the distance. We pass Cape
Clear, and just discern it through the hazy atmosphere. Green spots of land meet and relieve
the eye. As we sail onwards, on our right the mountains of Wales—the Switzerland of
England—are faintly imaged in the foreground, and as the ship advances, are seen folded as
clouds against the horizon. On the approach of evening, the light houses along the coast are
illumined, and shine for the wary mariner ; some as brightly and steadily as fixed stars, while
others are revolving and flashing lights. On the evening of the week, near the “ witching”
hour of night, Holyhead is on our “ beam,” and we soon round it There is an air of stillness
and quiet serenity in all around, save the ripple of the tide, or the sound of a sailor’s tread on
deck. The moon lights up the sky with her mild and silver beams, while the brilliancy of the
stars is paled, and their lustre dimmed before her rays. Night wears a modest coronet of stars
tonight, with here and there a sparkling gem ; while upon the faint outline of land, the beacon
lights burn with a golden flame.

We had not sailed at the farthest, outside of two hours, when the attention was arrested by
a light of variegated hues, flaring up, and burning with a bright flame, and then going out. A
signal from a pilot ; a pilot—there is magic in that name at times. See that ship, laden with
the golden freight of sunny climes, and a richer freight of mortals, approaching a new and
iron bound coast. The winds sigh and howl through the rigging, and the angry waves roar
with their foaming surge around her sides ; the signal gun has been fired again and again ; she
is hauling off, but the winds would fain make her hug a lee shore ; and danger too, though
hidden, is near at hand ; the mind is harrassed by fears, and expectation is tremblingly alive,
when in the gloom, a sail, like some dark and beauteous bird, with wings as white as ocean
foam, comes dancing over the waves, and a pilot, with eagle eye, familiar with every rock and
shoal,—whose study is the winds and changing clouds, whose land the hilly waves,— calls
out, “ ship ahoy, a pilot.” It is then, that sound is sweeter far than music, in the ears of an
ocean traveler, and once heard, like the electric current, it thrills and vibrates through the
frame. Somewhat allied to these were our emotions, though their strength was modified by
existing circumstances.

The ship is hove to. The pilot boat passes under the stern, rounds up to the ship, and the
pilot ascends the companion way. A few mutual inquiries are put and answered. We all feel
acquainted with the pilot, and he seems perfectly at home. He is a gentleman in dress and
manners, and the same that two or three years since, piloted one of the “ Cunard steamers,”
down the channel, and was unexpectedly conveyed across the “ big pond.” My young friend
and myself pace the quarter deck with him for a time, eager to learn the news of interest,
American or English.

A trifling incident—by the way—illustrative of every day life. One of the boatmen from
the pilot boat steps on board. The first question put is, “ Have you any liquor on board ship ?”
None, is the response. Nothing daunted, he asks, “ Have you any tobacco ? we have got out.”
He is furnished with a liberal allowance. The captain, perceiving his begging propensities,
and knowing the fondness of Englishmen for certain articles of diet, asks if he will have a
roasting piece of beef. The answer was of course in the affirmative : it was forthwith
furnished, and he “ sloped” down the ship’s side.

Just now the mate treats the pilot, as we tread the moonlit deck. Here is a bottle of porter,
and there a tumbler. He untwists the wires that ding around its neck. The tumbler is filling—
click, click, click—and now is full, and now how frothy ! The pilot drinks off the liquid, and



with it the froth—“ rather bitter,” he says, “ more so than ours, American porter of course,
strong of hops.” See now! here comes steaming along the “ Iron Duke,” with the mails, fresh
from Dublin. We see her lights, and hear the whirring hum of paddles. On she speeds, send-
ing along a few wares by way of welcome, and soon leaves us in the lurch, with a foaming
track behind.

In the “ small hours” of the night, not unlike pigeons entering dove cots, we turn in one
after the other. And now we will slide our state-room door. A little square room, with a berth
above, and a berth below. Midway of the upper berth is a window with four panes of glass,
which looks out on an ocean view. The moon now and then looks in, and upon the panes are
sprinkled a few stars. And then in the door, is a blind, through which shine six lines of lamp
light, upon the white wall, from the glass globe that with the ship sways to and fro, more true
to its level than men that reel with a brain-like sea, when “ half seas over.” Then there are as
many black lines of shade by way of relief. And now we will leave the door ajar, through
which enters a long strip of white light, which extends from the floor to the wall ; now it is
pleasant, and all is just right. Hark ! one, two, three,—three bells—one and a half of the
clock. And the stars are winking and blinking as if sleepy, and some are going down the sky.
So here goes ; extend if you will your four fingers and thumb, or “ give us your fives.” And
now, all night reader, I will be with you pretty early for Sunday morning.

LETTER NO. VI.

Emotions on approaching England—The Sabbath—The Mersey—Arrival—Breakfast—
Sleeping on Shore—Liverpool.

AnAmerican, when approaching the English shore, does not behold it for the first time
with indifference. The mingled emotions which he experiences are varied and peculiar. Every
object around is novel, and full of interest. He is conscious that he is about to tread on sacred
and hallowed ground, a land rich in historic associations, in marbled palaces and storied urns,
in moss-grown memorials of by-gone days, in wealth and regal splendor—a land rich too in
intellect ; and added to all is the thought—as his mind strays back on the fading track of time
—that this was once the home of his Puritan ancestry.

An apology, it may be, is due the kind reader, for detaining him on so long and mono-
tonous a voyage. If, however, he will follow, I will soon land, and then with the ardor and
buoyancy of youth, we can ramble together amid old England’s scenes, and pluck bright
flowers as we roam, or study men, characters, and manners, or sit us down amid the moss-
grown and slumbering relics of former days, or stray among lovely rural scenes, and draw
from thence instruction and pleasure.

“ The white dawn crimsoned into morn.
The morning flashed to day.”

It is the Sabbath, but there is not manifest that regard for the day, which is seen at home.
The Mersey—the far-famed Mersey rolls along beneath us, turbid and red-tinged waves. The
morning is pleasant, but there is not a brilliancy and freshness in the light. Its earliest rays are
dimmed by smoke and fog, giving rise to a view like that which is seen, when a smoked glass
is placed before the eye. This appearance is strikingly manifest when the sun is setting in the
western sky.



The Mersey is dotted with moving sails.—Steamers are plying up and down on its surface.
Sail-boats, with dingy, tanned sails, glide rapidly on, and ships are seen in the distance. We
near Liverpool, and the smoke arising from a thousand fires, hangs over it. On the opposite
shore are seen stunted trees with foliage of a deep green color, and boughs turned towards the
east, from the long prevalence of westerly winds. The tide being low, the ship cannot enter the
docks ; but with the signal at the mast head, and the American flag at the mizen, the anchor is
let go and touches on foreign soil. An officer comes on board, and we, dropping down into a
boat alongside, are rowed to the shore. We land just as the bells of the English church are
chiming their merry peals for service. I was the first to step on shore, and ascend the wide
steps that rose from the water’s edge ; and what a thrill went through my frame,—a stranger
in a strange land ! After a drive, first to Mrs. B——’s, in Duke-street, and learning that her
apartments are engaged by our Minister to London, on his return from his mission,—then to
the Waterloo—the favorite resort of American sea captains—and finding that full, the
whole of our cabin passengers are at last comfortably housed at the Neptune ; and glad were
we in the exchange of Neptune’s quarters on land, for those we had so long been in at sea.

To the relief arising from change, was added the agreeableness of finding ourselves
pleasantly situated. A crack hotel, after a sea voyage, is a luxury. It is a sine qua non, and such
was the Neptune. The breakfast table is spread. Though the table on board ship was very
good, yet there was a peculiar richness in this our first breakfast on shore. Epicures may cater
to and pamper acquired tastes at tables rich in luxuries, and loaded with choice viands, such
as are spread before kings and princes, and yet be strangers to the freshness, the delicious
relish of the food partaken at our social repast. At evening’s close, the body and mind seek
repose in refreshing slumber. The first night’s sleep on shore is dream-like and visionary. The
rocking motion of the vessel still haunts the reeling brain.

The remainder of this, and the two following letters, I propose to devote to Liverpool,
describing its appearance and objects of interest that met my view. The name Liverpool has
many derivations. One account is, that the name comes from a bird, known as the “ Liver,”
which frequented marshes or pools that existed where the city now stands. Hence the name
Liver-pool. The city contains a population of about 250,000. The general appearance of the
buildings is not very inviting. There is a solidity, a heaviness of architecture that is rather
unpleasant. The ware-houses that line the docks are lofty, gloomy, grated buildings. They pre-
sent a dingy and smoky aspect. There is an absence of the bright and rich brick, which is so
great an ornament to our cities. Some of the “ terraces,” or blocks of dwelling-houses, are
exceptions to this remark, and are not without external beauty. The public buildings of
Liverpool are numerous ; its churches many, well proportioned, chaste, and beautiful.
Liverpool is very important in a commercial point of view, it being one of the principal marts
for the commerce carried on between the old and new world. It is from this place, that the
Atlantic steamers take their departure. Its merchants are active business men. The streets are
thronged with pedestrians, and heavy drays are trundled along by gigantic horses. What huge
frames and large muscular limbs these horses have ! The poor and destitute wander about its
streets, and the animals often-times fare better than poor wayfaring men and women.
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